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Introduction
This report  is  to outl ine the archaeological  excavation of  Haughton Mill ,  Shifnal .  
Wolverhampton Archaeology Group, carried out several excavations, and recorded the 
remaining upstanding features, of a watermill and stable area, still present on the site.

Aim
To record the surviving features of a small industrial area, watermill and stables. This will be 
carried out by excavation, and elevation of upstanding features.
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Location
Haughton Mill is situated just outside Shifnal in Shropshire. The area has a long history, 
and is close to the A5, Watling Street, a main Roman road. Shifnals' growth as a town 
began in the fourteenth century, and prospered until 1591, when most of the town was 
destroyed by fire.

Figure 1 Location of Shifnal Source : Meech J (2000)

Geology and Topography
The area lies on Permian and Triassic sandstones, and the landscape is gently undulating. 
The mill is situated just to the north of the Wesley Brook, on the River Sal, which is a 
tributary of the River Worfe.
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Figure 2 Geology in Area of Shifnal Source: Robinson D.H (1980)

Historical Background
Documentary sources inform us that the last working mill structure was burnt down in 
August 1913, with the cause unknown. Robinson (1980), informs us that the mill was used 
to grind flour and grist, a type of animal feed. The power generated from the wheel was 
used to power mill stones, and a circular saw for cutting logs.

Figure 3 Haughton Mill Source: M Hayward
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The last phase of the mill was a collection of red brick buildings, and these can be seen in 
a photograph taken pre-demolition. The buildings abut the mill pond, which conceals a 
red sandstone wall at its face.

The wheel was of overshot type with paddle blades, the water chute cut can still be seen, 
though the mechanism for water control was not investigated on this occasion, it is assumed 
that there was a sluice at the top. The water flows out of the wheel pit through a channel, the 
tail race, which is covered near the mill building by a brick covering. This flows around the 
cottage and rejoins the brook at the entrance to the site.

Figure 4 1890 Ordnance Survey Map

Excavation
The present  owners of  the mil l  had very l i t t le information on the mill ,  and invited 
Wolverhampton Archaeology Group to investigate. An initial visit was conducted, and it 
was agreed that it would be a landscape and possible environmental study of the area. A 
timetable for the investigation was agreed and the team assembled on site.

After discussion with the owner, it was found that they intended to place a patio in the area 
next to the wheelhouse. I asked if they minded if we sunk a trench to establish if any building 
remains were present, and it was agreed that we could.

The excavation area was positioned between two brick structures 6 x 8 metres. A grid was 
constructed within this area, so that features found could be positioned. A temporary bench 
mark was selected, and given a height of 100m.

A trench was sunk along the south wall, and 45cm depth of material was removed. This 
contained two deposits. The top layer was a combination of soil and wood bark, with 
evidence of burning in the form of charcoal flecks. The next deposit was brick rubble with 
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mortar and tile. Below this a red brick floor was exposed laid against the wall. Once this was 
recorded and photographed, it was lifted to expose a sandstone base.

Before excavation Water Chute Starting Trench One

Trench One                                                Brick Arch Down to Natural

Trench one Extension         Natural Bedrock - Sandstone             Slots for Floor 

Figure 5 Col lection of Photographs Showing Excavation

The trench was extended to the length of the exposed wall. A brick arch was uncovered 
within the wall. In this extension laid bricks were exposed in a pattern suggesting the base for 
a suspended floor. After further cleaning, wood was found within one of these slots, which 
had been levelled with a piece of slate. The deposit below was a sandy matrix, degrading 
sandstone, of the natural bedrock.
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Remains of Wooden Joist Slots for Joists of Floor Bricked up Arch

Figure 6 Photographs Showing Trench One

A second trench was excavated on the north wall, and extended down the side of the arch, to 
a depth of 75cm. The same two deposits were present as in the first trench. However, within 
this trench, the lower deposits showed a series of burning layers, and rubble layers. There 
were three charcoal layers, interrupted by fine rubble and mortar layers. A charcoal layer was 
present directly on a laid brick surface.

Figure 7 Series of Burning and Rubble Layers
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This laid brick surface was removed in one area to confirm if it was laid directly onto the 
sandstone bedrock, however, a pit was found. Its position suggesting that it was the cog pit 
for the waterwheel.

Figure 8 Area of Cog Pit Trench Two

This trench was extended to the end of the building, and a laid brick floor was exposed at a 
much higher level. Some of the surface bricks were worn, possibly indicating wear, or that 
heavy objects were present on them. This trench was extended south to find the extent but 
was unsuccessful.

Figure 9 Views of laid Brick Floor
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Figure 10 Extent of Brick Floor

The area next to the first trench was cleared to see if the arch extended. The wall was 
cleaned, and a cobbled surface was found. This was extended to reveal an area, which 
consisted of cobbles and laid red bricks, laid on face. A iron foot scraper was still present in 
situ. The laying of the bricks with a small depression at its centre suggests that this was 
used as a stable area.

Figure 11 Cobbled Area
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Figure 12 Shoe Scraper
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Below is the illustration of the area which was excavated. It was planned at a scale 1:20, and 
has been reduced for ease of presentation. The scale bar represents 0.50m.

Figure 13 Plan of Excavation Area

The upstanding features of the buildings which remained were elevated and the illustrations 
are found below. These were drawn at a scale 1:10, and reduced for presentation purposes. 
The scale bar represents 0.50m.
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Figure 14 Elevation of North Wall

North Elevation, behind this the waterwheel would have stood. The axel for the wheel, 
would have protruded out of the area of the large arch.

Figure 15 Elevation of South Wall

South Elevation, this is the remaining wall of the stable area, showing the blocked arch 
way, its function unknown at present.
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Discussion
The excavation of the remains of the watermill at Haughton, has revealed the ground plan 
of the mill before its demolition. The wheel house is still present, and the excavation has 
uncovered the area where the mechanism used for the grinding of flour would have taken 
place.

Trench one, was situated along the southern wall of the exposed area. This trench revealed 
the floor level of the mill, and indicated that in this area, the floor was constructed of wood. 
Joist holes were made in the brick work by alternating the brick work from long and short, 
so that a floor joist could be slotted in between. There was good evidence for this, as a 
piece of wood was still present with in one of the spaces, and it could not have been level at 
the time of construction, because a piece of slate was used to level the piece of wood. From 
this evidence, the flooring in this area was wooden floorboards, which was constructed 
straight on top of the natural sandstone. Towards the west of the trench, red bricks were 
found in a radial arrangement, the purpose of these are not known, but the sandstone does 
dip downwards so they may have acted as a levelling course.

The arch remains a mystery. Was this to support something, for drainage, or was it a tunnel 
to allow a beam through from the pit wheel, to provide power for bellows,  at  a  metal  
working shop, known to be by the river ? What ever it is, it runs under the cobble floor. 
Further investigation is needed to comment upon its function.

Trench two was situated along the north wall of the exposed area, just below the large arch
in the wall. The stratigraphy of the soil deposits, a series of fine rubble and mortar layers, 
interrupted by charcoal layers, indicates that the mill may have suffered damage from fire 
on a number of occasions, not uncommon as flour is highly combustible in its dust form.

The pit found in trench two, due to its position with the large arch in the north wall, was 
most likely to have been the cog pit. This would have housed the pit wheel, the main wheel 
to pass on the energy generated by the water, to the mill stones.

At a much higher level than the pit, a laid brick floor was excavated in trench two. This 
extended towards the front of the wheel house, its extent east and south was undetermined, 
due to disturbance from more modern building interference, and the position of the spoil 
heap. The laid brick floor, showed wear in some areas. This could have been due to heavy 
objects on the flooring. A worn area is present on the northern elevation, in a circular 
indentation. Could this be an indication of the circular saw which was documented as being 
at the site? We have no evidence to support this, except the marks on the wall and floor, and a 
few lengths of degraded leather which were excavated.

In the exploration of the brick arch, material was removed from the top, to expose another 
laid brick area. This time, however, the bricks were laid on face, and intermingled with 
cobble stones. The outer area, was of brick , in a rectangular shape, with cobbles in the 
centre. There are some areas where the cobbles have been replaced by brick. A metal shoe 
scraper was found still in situ. This area was possibly used to stable a horse. The cobbles 
are a hard wearing surface, and the brick laid on face are much stronger, if being constantly 
walked over, by a shoed animal.
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Very few finds were found during the excavation. Pieces of glass, 18th and 191h century 
pottery fragments, animal bones - both cow and sheep, pieces of leather straps, and not to 
mention the toy soldiers, and marbles. There are numerous pieces of pottery held in the top 
soil of the garden area, but this was not investigated at this time.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the excavation at Haughton Mill ,  has revealed the dimensions of the 
operational area of the mill. The existence of different types of flooring indicates, that the 
working area of the mill was set into two areas. One with a brick floor, for carrying out 
heavy work, and one with a wood floor, possibly for processing the flour, or loading the 
produce on to a cart.

The cobbled area is most likely to be a stable area. The similarity of the area to one in a 
neighbouring property, is very striking.

Haughton Mill has a long history, and the excavation carried out in May 2005, has only 
dealt with the surviving 19

th
 century mill. Hopefully in the future, further investigation can 

be carried out in search of earlier mills on the site.
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